
Amendments to the Claims

Claims 1-17 (Cancelled).

Claim 1 8 (Currently amended): A method of simulating clothing or accessories on a doll or

a doll-sized or dress form shaped mannequin, comprising:

providing a doll or doll-sized dress form shaped mannequin which comprises a torso with a

waist:

providing a piece of oonformablo, lightweight, cohesive self-adherent elastic wrappable material

having opposite sides and a width, length, and relatively thmruniform thickness , the piece

being self-adherent between substantially any two portions ofthe piece on either side of

the piece :

wrapping said piece around a portion of a-the doll or a doll-sized or dress form shaped

mannequin;

securing the piece to the doll or the doll-sized or dress form shaped mannequin in almost any

way or configuration, repeatedly removed and reapplied in the same or different

configuration, or applied to different dollo or mannequins by overlapping and pressing

together two portions of substantially any oide or portion of the piece.

Claim 1 9 (Original)
: The method of claim 1 8 further comprising a second piece of said material

to the doll.

Claim 20 (Original): The method of claim 1 8 further comprising overlaying a piece of said

material over said first piece of material and adhering it by said self-adherent properties.

Claim 2 1 (Currently amended): A method ofmaking doll clothing or accessories

comprising:

providing a doll or doll-sized dress form shaped mannequin which comprises a torso with a

waist:
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providing a plurality of pieces of conformable , lightwoight, cohosivo self-adherent elastic

wrappable material , each piece having a width, length, and relatively thin, uniform

thickness , the piece being self-adherent between substantially any two portions ofthe

piece or either side of the piece :

placing one or more pieces of the material on a doll figure or a doll-sized or dress form shaped

mannequin in almost any way or configuration, repeatedly removed and reapplied in the

game or different configuration, or applied to different dolls or mannequins by self-

adhering at least one piece to simulate the appearance of an article of clothing or

accessory on the doll^gwe.

Claim 22 (Cancelled).

Claim 23 (Currently amended): The method of claim 21 wherein the first piece comprises a

simulated article of clothing and further comprising adhering a second piece of the material onto

the simulated article of clothing, wherein the second piece forms an ornament on the simulated

article of clothing.

Claim 24 (Currently amended): The method of claim 21 further comprising adhering a

second piece of the material onto the doll figure , wherein the second piece of material forms an

accessory on the doll figure.

Claim 25 (Original): The method of claim 21 wherein a first piece and second pieces of

material can be the same or different colors, sizes or shapes.

Claim 26 (Currently amended) : The method of claim 2 1 wherein the simulated article of

clothing is reconfigurable.

Claim 27 (Currently amended): The method of claim 21 wherein the simulated article of

clothing is removable.
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Claim 28 (Original) : Doll clothing made by the method of claim 2 1

.

Claim 29 (Original) : Accessories made by the method of claim 2 1

.

Claim 30 (Original): The doll clothing ofclaim 28 comprising at least one adhered detail such

as a belt, ornament, sash, or collar also made of the material.

Claim 3 1 (Currently amended) : The method of claim 2 1 wherein the article of clothing can

form simulated shoe apparel.

Claims 32-39 (Cancelled).
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